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Let X,, n E N, be i.i.d. with mean 0, variance I, and E( 1 X, I’) < cc for some r> 3. 
Assume that Cramer’s condition is fulfilled. We prove that the conditional 
probabilities w&c:=, X,<tlB) can be approximated by a modified 
Edgeworth expansion up to order o( I/n (r-*)‘2), if the distances of the set B from the 
a-fields a(X,,...,X,) are of order 0(1/n (r-2)iz (lg n)s), where ,8 < - (r - 2)/2 for 
r # N and b < -r/2 for r E N. An example shows that if we replace fi i - (r-2)/2 
by /i = -(r - 2)/2 for r & N (B < -r/2 by p = -r/2 for r E FY) we can only obtain the 
approximation order O( l/n”-z”z) for r $ N (O(lg lg n/k(‘-71’7) for r E N ). D 1990 
Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION AND NOTATIQNS 
Let X,, n E N, be a sequence of i.i.d. real valued random variables with 
mean 0 and variance 1. Put S, = Cr= I Xi and S,* = l/& CF= 1 Xi. Denote 
by d(B, a(X,, . . . . X,)) : = inf{P(B A B,) : B, E 0(X1, . . . . X,)} the distance of 
the set B from the a-field a(X,, . . . . I,). In this paper we look for 
Edgeworth expansions of the conditional probabilities P(SX < f I B). If 
E() X, I’) < co for some Y 2 3 and if CramCy’s condition is fulfilled, i.e., 
Iim ,Il _ m 1 E(e”X1)j < 1, then we have (for B = 0) the well-known expansion 
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(see, e.g., Theorem 2, p. 168 of Petrov [6]). Here CD denotes the standard 
normal distribution function and cp its density. 
Qi(t) are the classical polynomials and [x] = max (n E N : y1< x}. For 
more general sets B there exists only one expansion result (see [S]). This 
result deals with the case r = 4 and uses one correcting term. It was shown 
in [4] that d( B, a(X, , .., X,)) = O( l/n(lg n)@) for some ,!? < - 2 implies that 
0, i?(t) sup P(S:<tJB)-Q(t)-q(t)-@- =O ; 
reR I 0 
with &, B(t) = Q,(t) - a, where a is a constant depending on B and 
distribut’ion of X,. 
In this paper we give higher order asymptotic expansions 
P(S,* d t 1 B). We prove that 
the 
for 
d(B, a(X,, . . . . X,)) = 0 
implies that there exist polynomials I& such that uniformly in t E R, 
[rl-2 &(t) 
P(S,*<t(B)-Q(t)-q(t) 2 1 
i=l n 
i/2 
O------ 
I 
1 ( 1 n(‘-2’/2 ’ 
o 
( 
(lg n)P+(T-2Y2 
nc’-w 
> 
1 
= 0 
( 1 
n(‘-w ’ 
o 
1 
kk n 
( ) 
n(‘-2Y2 ’ 
0 (‘y!:;:), 
r-2 
rlN B< --.j- 
r-2 
I 3 r4N P2 -- 
2 
reN, fi< -r/2 
rekl, /I= -r/2 
TEN, fT> -r/2 
(see Theorem 1 with g = lB). 
This result shows a surprising difference between the cases r E N and 
r # N. Nevertheless all approximation orders are optimal (see Example 2). 
2. THE RESULTS 
In this section we present our results, postponing the proofs until 
Section 3. 
ASYMPTOTICEXPANSIONS 
If g is a measurable function we denote by 
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4 k, 4x1, ..*> X,)) :=inf(E() g-h)):hiso;(X,, . . ..X.)measurable) 
the // I/ ,-distance of g from the subspace of all integrable a(X,, . ..) ;U,) 
measurable functions. We write E(S,* < t, g) instead of E(g .I is*,G ,,). 
The following theorem is the main result of this paper. 
Since cp( t)( l/n’[‘l -2)‘2 ) Q,,, -2, g(t) = OJr, p) for the last two cases of 
this theorem (i.e., for r E N, /3 > -r/2) we omit in these cases the last ter 
of the expansion. Hence we consider in these cases the expansion up to the 
(r - 3) th term only. Observe that all convergence orders O,(r, ,8) are 
optimal (see Example 2). 
THEOREM 1. Let r> 3 and let X,, n E N, be i.i.d. with E(X,) = 
E(Xf) = 1, and E( 1 X, I’) < 00. Assume that CramUs condition is ~~~~~~e 
Let g be a bounded measurable function, let /3 E R, and assume that 
4k 4X,, . ..> xn)) = 0 
( 
& (k n)“). (*I 
Then there exist polynomials Q,,(t) (the coefficients depend on g and on the 
distribution of X,) such that 
where 
and 
.i(r, PI= 
Crl - 2, if r&NorrEN, fl<-r/2 
r-3 
> if rEN/, 83 -r/Z 
p= -r/a 
/3> -r/2. 
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Remark. The polynomials Qi,Jt) of Theorem 1 can be computed alon 
the lines of the proof of Theorem 1. We have, e.g., 
Ql,Jt) = Q,(t) E(g) -al 
Q,,,(t) = QAt) E(g) + (&E(X:) al - $a2) t - aalE t3, 
where a,, a2 are constants depending on g and on the distribution of X 
For QI,.Jt) see also Theorem 1 of [4]. 
The following example shows that the approximation orders give 
in Theorem 1 are optimal. It is well known that even if g = l,- 
whence d,( g, 0(X,, . . . . X,)) = O-the approximation orders o( l/n(‘-2)12) ( 
Theorem 1 (i.e., case(i) and casej(iii)) cannot be improved. Therefor 
Example 2 deals with the remaining three cases. Always we choof 
g= 1, with a suitable set B. Observe that d,(l,, 0(X,, ,..., X,)) s 
44 4x1, . ..> X,)) (this can be shown, e.g., by using the Fubini Theorem 
EXAMPLE 2. Let X,, n E: N, be i.i.d. N(0, 1 )-distributed. Let Y > 3, p E 5 
Then there exist B E 0(X, : n E N ) and t,, E R, c > 0, such that 
d(B, 0(X,, . . . . X,,)) = 0 (k 4”) 
and 
E(Xt G to, B) - @(to) P(B) - dto) i $ Qi,Ato) > ~6, 
i=l 
for infinitely many 12 E N, where 
j=j(,) = 
{ 
Crl - 2, r+N 
r - 3, r’e N 
and 
6, = &dr, PI = 
I 
(lg n)B+(‘-w r-2 
n+w2 ’ if r$N, f?> -- 2 
k k n 
my if rE:N, @=-r/2 
(lg n)P+r/2 
n(‘-2)/2 ’ if YEN, /?> -r/2. 
(* 
Here Q,,(t) = Qi,I,(t) are the polynomials of Theorem 1. 
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3. PROOF OF THE RESULTS 
To prevent the proof of Theorem 1 from becoming too lengthy we try to 
unify the proof as far as possible for the rather different types of 
approximation orders O,,(r, /I). Some lemmas which are needed for the 
proofs of Theorem 1 and Example 2 are given at the end of this section, 
Proof of Theorem 1. Let Jo N u (01 be fixed. We prove the result for 
pairs (r, B) with j(r, /I) =j. For j = 0, we have r = 3, /I > - 1 and the result 
is part of Theorem 4 of [3]. We assume therefore that j> I. We need some 
conventions and notations. Throughout the proof we use the symbol c to 
denote a general constant which may depend on Y, fl, and the distribution 
of X,. Put N,={2’:i~N3, N,={v~N/,:v<n/lgn), and define k(n)= 
max N,, n > 2. Let g be a bounded and measurable function, ful~lli~g 
condition (* ) of Theorem 1. Choose a(X,, . . . . X,) measurable functions gn 
with E(I g-gg,/)=4(g, 4X,, -, A’,)). Put h, =g, and h, =g, -g,,,, for 
each v E N 1, v > 4. Then we obtain by assumption ( * ) 
E([h I)<c (lg-‘)’ Y . v(’ 2x27 VEN,. 
We show first two relations which are essential tools for the proof: 
ifl+z/2>(j+1)/2, I>O,O<,<zr, andl,TcR. 
Ad (A). If v>2, O<z<r, we have by Lemma4 and (I) for each ~>f 
< CVT/2-(‘-w2 ((lg v)r(‘-‘) + (jg v)Y+P). 62) 
For z = 0, (2) follows from (1). 
Relation (2) implies 
1 
<c- .fi r/2 c 
v~+~/2-G--2v2 ((lg V)Y+-‘)+ (lg v)s’+8). (3) 
k(n)iveN, 
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We consider at first the case I + r/2 < (r - 2)/2. As 
we obtain from (3) with y = 1 
H(n) < c ~(lgn)“-“:2-“+‘!2’ [(,gn)“-“/2+(,gn)‘/2+P] 
1 
[ 
1 
=C n(‘-2)/2 (,gn)l+'+(lgn) 
P+(p--Y-- 
1 
=On()., p)* 
As I + r/2 <j/2 < ([r] - 2)/2 < (r - 2)/2 it remains to consider the case 
I -I- 2/2 = (I - 2)/2. Hence j =j(r, 8) = r - 2, whence r E N, /I < - r/2. Conse- 
quently there exists y with f < y < - (b + 1)/j = - (p + 1 )/(r - 2). Then 
y(z - r) < - 1 and yz + p < - 1, and (3) implies 
f@)=o & 
( ) 
= OJr, B). 
Ad (B). We obtain from (2) for each y b 3, 
WI=& “2 v’Jww%I’) 
l i 
bc- nltd2 v~+~/2-(42)/2((lg V)Y(Z--r) +(lg v)Yz+8). (4) 
” 
We consider the three cases I+ r/Z 5 (r - 2)/2: 
(i) As I + r/2 > (j + 1)/2 2 (r - 2)/2, 1+ r/2 < (r - 2)/2 is impossible. 
(ii) If I+ r/2 > (r - 2)/2, apply (4) with y = 4. Then we obtain using 
Lemma 5 
1 
L(n)<c----n i+r/z-(r-2)/2 
( 
1 
nlt r/2 (lg rl)i+’ 
+(,gn)B+(‘-2Y-’ 
> 
fl+ cr- 2)/2 = On(r, jj). 
(iii) Finally let I + r/2 = (r - 2)/2. 
Hence (r - 2)/2 = I+ 212 >/ (j + 1)/2, i.e., j d r - 3, whence r E N and 
fl> -r/2. 
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Applying (4) with y = f we obtain 
1 
L(n)~c----- n(r-2v2 
By Lemma 5 we have CVEN, l/lg v = O(lg ig n) and 
,J-.-. (k v) P+tr-7-w = 
Ok k n), if /iI = -r/2 
n i O((lg n)@+r’2), if p > -r/2. 
Hence (5) implies L, = On(r, ,B). Thus (A) and (B) are proven. 
Using 1 - CD(s) = O( 1/n(T-2)‘2 ) and similar methods as in the proof 
of Theorem 1 of [4], it suffices to construct polynomials Qi,Jt), i= 1, . . ..j. 
such that 
Since g = g - gkCnj + C, E .,,,n h,, we obtain by assumption ( * ) 
sup E(SX <t, 8) - 1 E(S,* < t, h,) 
rtlQ VSN” 
GEE(l g-&(n)I)=O i 
1 
(@))ir-2)/2 (lg w)“) 
=o 
( &m4 ) 
fl+ (r-2)/2 = On(r, 8). 
Hence it s&ices to prove that 
Let F, be the distribution function of S,T and let 
be the classical asymptotic expansions. Put D,j = Fn - Kn,i. 
We prove three properties which imply our assertion as we see later: 
= On(r, PI 
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with suitable polynomials Qi,‘i( t), Qi,*j(t). 
Ad (Pl ). Since Cram&r’s condition is fulfilled, we have by the classical 
asymptotic expansion (see [6, Theorem 2, p. 1681) that 
sup I%-“&)I G 
1 
c (n -“;“,(:- 2y2 9 if j=[r]-2 
YER 
1 (8) 
c (n _ v)+w2’ 
if j=r-3, 
where E, brnGN 0. Since y1- v > n/2 for all v E N, (if lg ~13 2), (8) implies 
sup lDn-v,j(Y)l =On(r, P). (9) 
VEN.,YER 
Let A, be the expression occurring in (Pl). Then (9) and (1) imply 
Ad (P2). By definition of Kn-,,j, we have 
“5 J h,(a) Kn-v,j(t) P(dm) 
” 
For VEN,,, HEN, and i<j, we have 
(n~v)i/2~~(~o(~~)( -f)‘+“((~~+l))~ 
where0 li <cv. 
0 n n 
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Hence (10) implies 
c K-J(f) E(h) 
VEN, 
= @j(t) mTk(?J 
As E(gkc,,) = E(g) + On(r, /I), (P2) is shown if we prove that for 1 d i<j, 
O<l,<j, 
& C (-V)‘E(h,)=~,+O,(r,P) n VEN” n 
Ad (11). As i/2 -t 1 <j/2 and i 3 1, we have I <j/2. Hence (I) applied to 
z = 0 yields that CvsNI v’E(Ih,/)< co. Put c=CVEN1 (-v)‘E(h,). Then (A) 
applied to z = 0 yields 
Ad (12). (B) applied to z = 0 and i/2 + 1 instead of E yields 
--&L V’E(lh”lK~ 1 v”‘+‘~(l~“I)=~n(r~ 8). n n VEN, 
Ad (P3). Let u := u[,*,” (0) = &&c-q t - (l/.JiG) S,(o) = 
t(f(v/n) + 1) - (l/+,/z) S,(o), where S(x) = (1 - x)~“‘~ - 1 = 
ix,“= 1 ( -j’*N - xl p<cx for O<xX$ 
Hence we have for VEN,, HEN), 
640/63/3-Z 
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By the Taylor expansion we have 
K,-,,j(u)-K._,,(r)=~~l~~~~~~,j(r)(~-r)~ 
1 
+(j+l)! 
- K$_t,tJ[)(u - t)j+ l 
with 5 = 5t,n,.(~) E Cut,,,,(~), tl.
According to (14), property (P3) is shown if we prove that 
and that for each 1= 1, . . . . j there holds uniformly in ) I 1 < fi 
= cp(t) 2 
P=l 
5 Q,,,,A(~> + Oh, PI 
(14) 
(15) 
(16) 
with suitable polynomials Q,,,,,(t). 
Ad(15). As sup{JK~~~j(<)I :l~lF!, HEN, v~N,}<co, we obtain 
from (13) that 
< c (lg ?z)(j+ l)‘* 
-4 ni+1 c vj 
VCN” 
+$idN E(lhv 
n 
‘E(lh,O 
)sv(j+l). (13) 
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Hence by (1) and (B) 
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Consequently by Lemma 5 
Thus we have (15). 
Ad(16). 
Q!(t) that 
Let 2 E { 1, . . ..j> be fixed. We have with suitable polynomials 
Furthermore we have by definition of uzJo) andf(x) that 
According to (17) and (18), relation (16) is shown if we prove that for each 
O<i<j, O<&dA uniformly in ItI g*, 
with suitable polynomials R,(t) = Rp,i,E,i,g( t). 
We have 
E v 
f (3 
1 1 
n (n-v)(“-&+W= 
(1 -./i-z&)& 
n(~-E+i)/2 (1 _ v/n)(i.+‘)/2 . 
By Taylor expansion we furthermore have 
4E(X> := qE,,l,i(x) := 
(1 -&-G)& j q’yo) 
(1 -x)(~+i)lz - --&yx’+0(x~+~). 
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Hence for vEN,,,ncN, 
E v 
4) n (n-v) ~-~+i~,*=,i~-~+il,2[~~~(~)‘+O((~)i+’)]. 
Observe that q!“(O) = 0 if E > 0. Consequently (19) is shown if we prove 
that 
1 
n(/z--E+i)/2+1 “g v’E(h,&q-“) = (20) 
n 
for $<(A-E+i)/2+l<j/2 and 
for (I.-E + i)/2 + Z>j/2. Relation (20) follows from (A) with c= 
c YE N1 v’E(hyS3-“). Relation (21) follows from a slight modification of (B). 
Thus (P3) is shown. 
Now it remains to show that (Pl)-(P3) imply the assertion, i.e., we have 
to prove (7). 
Since for v < n the function o -+ F,- “(Jm t - (l/G) S,(w)) 
is a version of P(S,* < tl X,, . . . . XV) and since h, is a(X,, . . . . X,)-measurable 
we obtain that 
Hence 
+ c j h,(o) K-v&) f’(du). 
VSN” 
Thus (Pl)-(P3) imply (7) and hence the assertion. 
Proof of Example 2. For the case Y = 3 see Example 5 of [2] with 
h(n)- 1 if fl= -$ and h(n)=(lgn)B+r’2 if fi> -r/2. 
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Therefore we assume r > 3. The concept for all three cases of this exam- 
ple is the following: Let t, E 58 and c0 E (0, l] be the constants of Lemma 3 
and put k(n) : = [c,(n/lg n)]. We construct a subsequence &J c N and 
disjoint sets B, E 0(X,, . . . . Xv), v E N, with the following properties: 
(PI) kc {&/2~S:Q&), VEN 
09) c f’(k)=0 Y>?l g& (lg n)“) 
P3) 1 P(B,)=4~,)> nEti 
” > k(n) 
(P4) -f- ,r+r/2 1 v~E(ISy(ZIBy)=O(~,),nE~, 
Y > k(n) 
ifl+r/2,<j/2,1>0, ~20, /, rEIW 
(P5) -J- $+ r/2 c v’E(lS”I’l,)=O(~,),nE~i, 
v <k(n) 
ifl+2/2~(j+1)/2,Z~O,O,<z$j,I,zED;P 
Let us first see whether (Pl)-(P6) lead to an example of the desired kin 
Put B=C,eN B,. Then by (P2) 
44 4X,, . .. . xn))4 c P(K)=0 &W” , Y>i? i 
i.e., (* ) is fulfilled, By (P3) we obtain 
P(S,* < to, B) - @(to) P(B) 
= c (P(siT < to, B,) - @(to) P(B,)) + a(&& n E ti 
Y si k(n) 
Hence, using (PI), Lemma 3 implies that 
P(S,* < to, B) - @(to) P(B) 
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where by (P6), 
c”16,=GE”,= c E ,,<Q,, n E @ large enough, (2) Y < k(n) 
with suitable E,, Z2 < 0. 
By similar methods as in the proof of Theorem 1 (where (A) and (B) 
implied (16)) we obtain from (P4), (P5) that there exist a,, . . . . aje [w such 
that 
j @(‘)(t(J 
CT 
i=l .~~~,,,.(tof(x)-~)idp 
=$+o(b,,), PIE&d. 
Now (l)-(3) imply that 
P(S,* < to, B) = @(to) P(B) + i -$+ E,, nEf9, 
i=l 
where with suitable cg, cq < 0, 
C3dn < 6, < CqBn for sufficiently large n E A. 
By Theorem 1 we obtain 
PCS,* 6 to, B) = @(to) P(B) + Y(to) i $ Qi,Ato) + O(fin). 
i=l 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
Now (4)-(6) yield ai= rp(to) Qi,Jto), i= 1, ..,,j, and hence (4), (5) imply 
the assertion. 
Thus it remains to construct I%! c N and B, E 0(X,, . . . . Xv), v E FY, disjoint, 
fulfilling (Pl )-(P6). We distinguish the cases r E N and Y $ N. 
Case r E fV. Here j =j(,) = Y - 3 and fl> - r/2. Since 
for all sufficiently large v, there exist v. E N and disjoint B, E 0(X,, . . . . Xv), 
v > vo, such that 
B, = (,.hl:! < S,* < fi}, vavv,, (7) 
W,) = -$ (k vJB, v>v,. (8) 
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Put B,= @ for v <v, and take Q = N. Then obviously (Pl), (P2) are 
fulfilled. 
Ad (P3). For sufficiently large n we have by (P2) that 
1 WC) < c l 
(P2) (k(n))(‘-2)‘2 
ug ww 
“Z k(n) 
Ad (P4). Let I + 212 G j/2 = (Y - 3)/2. Then we obtain 
< &p v>;cn, v’(v k vlTr2 f-T&) 
(7) n 
2-c 
(8) 8 1trj2 vl+r/2-r/2 (lg V)p+r/2 Y > k(n) 
and I + 212 - r/2 6 - 2 implies 
H(n) Q c g&5 u‘4n)) 1+7/2--r/2+ I (lg /qn))8+5/2 
<c&(lgn)“+‘-‘=o&). 
Ad (P5). Let Z-t- 2/2 3 (j + 1)/2 = (r - 2)/2, 0 < z <j. Then 
c v’~Wvl” l&b 
Y <k(n) 
1 
d c- c 
(7L@) “1+7’22<“<k(n) 
,W2-‘/2(lg ,)8+T/2 
. . 
First let 1 +- 212 = (r - 2)/2. Since z 6 j = r - 3 this implies 12 $ and hence 
by a simple calculation 
1 
L(n)<c--- n(r--21/2 ,<;,(.,t (lg ,)-1’2+fi+(r--2)‘2 
. . 
= 
I 
k k n 
( > 
- :p= -r/2 fi(r-2)/2 
Oi > 
o (lg n)cr+r’2 : B, -r,2 
?.+- 2)/2 
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It remains to consider the case I + r/2 > (r - 2)/2. Then I + r/2 - r/2 > - 
and we have 
Ad (P6). We have by (8) 
& (+)(j+ lY2 P(k) 
1 = - “,<;k(n); (k v)p+(r-22)‘2 @) n(‘-w 
I 
k k n 
a(‘-2’/2’ if /I= -r/2 
N 
1 (lg n)fi+“2 
I 
= Ed6,. 
P + 42 n(‘-2P ’ 
if b> -r/2 
Case r $ N. Here j =j(r) = [r] - 2 and p > - (r - 2)/2. Put 
Kl:= (22’:M) and A := {nEN:k(n)=[Cg&]tm~. 
Then there exist VIE N and disjoint B, ~cr(Xi, ,.., XV), v E N, v > vO, sud 
that 
B,~{,,&/WS,*<&} (9 
f’(B,) = q& (k VI’, VER, v>v,. (10 
Put B, = @ if v < v0 or v $ m. Then obviously (Pl), (P2) are fulfilled. 
Ad (P3). Let n E A. Then k(n) E m and therefore B, = @ if k(n) <v -c 
k2(n). Hence we obtain for sufficiently large n E I% 
1 P(B,)= c P(B,)=o(6,), no@. 
” > k(n) Y>il 
Ad (I’d). Let I + r/2 < j/2 = ([r] - 2)/2. We have by (9), (10) that 
d -c 
(9) n 
ii112 vr+“‘2(lg v)“~ P(B,) 
v>k(n) 
1 
d- (wn I+r/* c ,r+T/2-(r--2)/2 (lg y)7/2+P, v>k(n),ve& 
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Let ne &I. Then v> k(n), VE l?l, implies v>,k2(n)> k(n)lg k(n). 
I+ 512 - (r - 2)/2 < 0 we consequently obtain for sufficiently large n E @ 
H(n)dc --& (k(n) lg k(n))‘+“2p(r+22)‘2 (lg ,)B+T/2 
<C & (k nJ5+*12 
=0 ( & (lg n)5+(r-2)/2) = 46,), nEti. 
Ad (P5). Let I + 2/2 3 (j + 1)/2 = ([r] - I)/2 and 0 < z <j. We have 
WI := -& 
1 
d 
(9), (10) n’+ ‘I2 c 
V~+~/2-(r-2)/2(lg v)p+r/2‘ 
VO<V<k(fl),VEW 
As E+T/2>([r]-1)/2>(r-2)/2 and as k(n)ER for allneti, we obtain 
for all sufficiently large n E Q 
L(n) d c & (k(n)) 1+7/2-(r--2)/2 (lgQn))5”/2 
As 1 + 2j2 > j/2 and z <j, we have I > 0. Therefore 
L(n) = 0 ( & (kn) nEti. 
Ad (P6). Since j + 1 > Y - 2, we obtain by (IO) for all n E R 
1 =--- (1o) &+ 1w c ,(j+1)/2-(r-2)/2(lgV)B+(i+l)/2 
vo<v<k(n),vsa 
= g&z (k(n)) 
(i+lW-(1.-22)/Z (lgk(n))5+(j+l)/2 
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LEMMA 3. Let X,,, IZE N, be i.i.d. N(0, l)-distributed. Let je N and put 
f(x)=(l-x)-“2-1. 
Then there exist to E R, c0 E (0, l] such that for all sufjkiently large n E k4, 
all v < q, n/lg n, and all B, E a(X1, . . . . X,,) with B, c { $&/2 d S,* d &J, 
W,* G to, 4) - @(to) P(K) 
=~l~jn(fof(f)-~)idP+&~,~ 
holds, where for suitable c 1, c2 < 0, 
v lg v u+ 1)/Z 
Cl 
c-1 n 
f’(B,). 
Proof: It is easy to see that there exists to > 1 with 
C-1) j+ 1 gji(i+ “(to) < 0. (1) 
Fncc 0 --f @(to JZ@Ljj- S,(o)/JG) is a version of P(S,* < 
0 1 > .**, XV), v < n, and smce B, E 0(X,, . . . . X,) we obtain 
f'(S,* < to, B,) - @(to) WC) 
=i"(~(to~-~)-~(to))dP. (2) 
By the Taylor expansion we have 
Q(u) - @(to) 
=i~l~(u-to)~+&y(U-to)ii’m(~+~‘(5) (3) 
with 5 E [u, to]. Put u = U,,,(O) = toJ’m- (l/G) S,(w); then 
U-t,=t,f f -*. 0 (4) 
Hence (2)-(4) imply the assertion if we prove that the stated inequality for 
E n,y is fulfilled with 
1 
& =- n,v (j+ 1 )! s B, (u - to)j+ ’ @(j+ “(5) dP 
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where 5 =5,,,(o) E [u,,,(o), to]. As S,(o) 6 fi for each o E B, we 
obtain for all l<Z<j+l,v<n/lgn 
Hence the stated inequality for E,,, holds, if there exist 0 < c0 6 1 an 
c3, c4 < 0 such that for all sufficiently large n and ail v < c,(n/lg n), 
c3 
vlgv (j+1)/2 
k-3 n 
PC4 1 
BjBy(&)i+’ (-l)j+1m”+1)(~)dPac4(~)‘fld2p(B,). (5) 
To prove (5) choose 6, > 0 and c5, c6 < 0 such that 
cg~(-l)j+l~(j+I)(~)~cg for all tE Et,--&, t,+&]. (6) 
This is possible according to (1). As B, c {G/2 < Sz 6 &] it is easy 
to see that there exist c0 E (0, 11, n, E N such that 
U”,,(W) = to E Cto - 60, to + 601 
and hence 
L,,A~) E [to - 60, to + Sol (7) 
for all o E B,, n Z no, and v < c,(n/lg n). Now (6) and (7) imply (5). T 
finishes the proof of the assertion. 
LEMMA 4. Let X, E Zr:, n E kJ, be i.i.d. with E(X,J = 0 and E(X;S) = 1. Let 
r33; then wehaveforalIy>$andO<z<r 
aILl’ l{Is;j>J-qIgmy,)] ~cnzz’2-(‘-2)” (Igm)Y(‘-‘) 
with a suitable constant c > 0. 
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Proof: We -have 
E[IILll’1{,s;,>,(lgm)~}l 
= [(m(r - 1))“2 (lg m)Y]’ 
< cmT12(lg m)yZ 1 P( 1 SX I 2 k”’ JJ-1 (lg rn)‘} 
ksN 
(<) cm”2(1g m)yzc & kr,‘(li m)yr * 
kaN 
< CmT/2- (r-2W(lg m)Y(z--r)) 
where (* ) follows from Theorem 2 of [S] or from Corollary 17.12 of [l]. 
LEMMA 5. Let N,={2”:v~iW} andN,={v~~~:v~~/lgn}. Then 
(O(n&(lg n)Y-&), E > 0, y E R 
“2 v”(lg v)’ = 
” 
i 
;;;;l;r)+ ‘)7 
&=o, y>-1 
7 &=o, y=-1 
O(l), &=o, y< -1. 
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